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Experimental Design

Block design

Comparing 2 or more conditions by alternating periods of 10s-30s where the 
condition is held “constant”. 

Example: Speech vs. Music (vs. SIlence)

Example: Reading rate: 1 word every 500, 1000, 2000 msec.

(Note: The optimal duration is 10-30 second because the raw fMRI signal 
contains low frequencies at above ~120s which are filtered as a first step in 
data analysis)

 



  

Another type of design :
Event-related

 Simple analysis
 Habituation issue
 Good signal to noise ratio 

thanks to the summation of 
responses to close events

Eventsblocks

 More flexible from an 
experimental point of view 

 Random presentation of 
condition, avoifding 
anticipation or habituation 
effects

 Allows to estimate the shape 
of the hemodynamic response 

 But weak signal to noise ratio
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Slow vs. fast event related paradigms
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Experimental approaches

Substraction method

  comparing activations between different conditions.

– Fixed task/ varying stimuli  (ex: listen to Speech or Music) 

– Fixed stimuli/varying task (ex: detect speaker or detect word in the same speech 
stream)

Parametric manipulation 

varying quantitatively some parameter(s). For example Speech rate. 

Frequency tagging.

 The stimuli has several characteristics that vary continuously at different frequencies. 
Then one can search these frequencies in the signal of different voxels

Priming method 

– The repetition of a stimulus or a feature can lead to an habituation of the response



  

The most common approach is to vary 
the stimuli. It is not without problem

_
=

Fixed task

CONTROL ?

Problem : It is unlikely that the participant is really 
'passive' : for example, it probable that he will covertly 
name the word 'glasses' in the test condition, or try to 
reconstruct the object in the Control condition...

To uncover the region which do object recognition, one may devise the following 
experiment : 

Object 
recognition

TEST

Passive Vision Passive Vision



  

Example of Fixed stimuli/Change 
Task

● Pay attention to speed or shape
● Bistable stimuli

– Binocular rivalry (Rees, Kreiman & Koch, 2002)

– Sine wave speech (Dehane-Lambertz & Pallier, 2005)
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Frequency tagging. Application to retinotopy
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The priming method in fMRI (fMRI-A)

Priming: in cognitive psychology, repeating a stimulus (“repetition priming”), or 
some features of a stimulus, typically accelerates its processing.

At the neuronal level, repetition can lead to neural suppression: 

 

In fMRI, if enough neurons show habituation, the signal will decrease.



  

Using priming to read the “neural code”

Different neurons are characterized by their 

responsiveness or lack of responsiveness to 

variations in stimulus parameters

•For instance, face-specific neurons may respond to 

a specific face, independently of its size or location 

in the visual field

•Using repetition priming combining imaging allows 

you to ask what counts as a repetition for a given 

brain area.
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“Cerebral Mechanisms of Word Masking and Unconscious 
Repetition Priming” (Dehaene et al. 2001; Nature Neuroscience)



  

RADIO-RADIO
radio-radio

RADIO-radio
radio-RADIO

RADIO-FRUIT
radio-fruit

RADIO-fruit
radio-FRUIT

Same case Different case

Same word

Different word

Unconscious repetition priming paradigm 

Task = Bimanual classification into man-made versus natural
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2.40 4.87t scale (9 d.f.)

p value0.02 0.0004

4.30 7.61t scale (9 d.f.)

p value0.001 2.10-5

y = -85

z = 10z = -12z = -17z = 28

x = -44

right extrastriate
(32, -80, -16)

left fusiform
(-44, -52, -20)



  

tuning curves

stimulus space

stimulus S 1 stimulus S 2

total I(S 1 ) total I(S 2 )=

Classical Subtraction Method

total I(S 2, S2 ) total I(S 1,S 2)<

S2 preceded by S 2 S2 preceded by S 1

Priming Method

Using priming to obtain  “hyper-resolution”

sampled volume

Different population codes, 
but same activation

Measurable difference in activation 
indicates that S1 and S2 activate 
different neural populations



  

Grill-Spector et al. 
(1999). Differential 
processing of 
objects under 
various viewing 
conditions in the 
human lateral 
occipital complex. 
Neuron, 24(1), 
187-203.
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Multivariate analyses  

The massive univariate approach to analyse fMRI data described earlier compare activity 
independently at each voxel.

Multivariate analyses rely on activity patterns from several voxels (the whole brain or, more 
typically, Regions of Interest). 

Pattern-classification algorithms are trained (supervised learning) on these vectors, and their 
performance is tested on new patterns (how well do they predict the condition given the 
activity pattern).

Algorithms: 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), 

neural networks 

support vector machine (SVM)

Penalized Logistic Regression 

. 
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Localizing the information

If patterns consist of activations over the whole brain, it is only possible to say that 
brain activity contains some infomartion about the conditions (e.g. Bachrach & 
Pallier, decoding of syntactic trees)

Localizing where the information is is a difficult problem.

One approach is the search-light method:

For all voxels, use a sphere centered on it and containing ~several hundred voxels, 
and use it as a ROI, that is, for each participant, obtain the decoding accuracy 
from the patterns extracted in this ROI.

Enter individual subjects accuracy maps in a group analysis to test if accuracy is 
better than chance.

Reference:

Haxby, James V., Andrew C. Connolly, and J. Swaroop Guntupalli (2014). “Decoding 
Neural Representational Spaces Using Multivariate Pattern Analysis.” Annual 
Review of Neuroscience (July 8, 2014): 435–456.

 Haxby, James V. “Multivariate Pattern Analysis of fMRI: The Early Beginnings.” 
NeuroImage 62, no. 2 (August 2012)
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Representational Similarity Analysis
Kriegeskorte and Kievit. 
(2013) 
“Representational 
Geometry: Integrating 
Cognition, 
Computation, and the 
Brain.” Trends in 
Cognitive Sciences
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Beyond fMRI. Morphometry

Drawing (manual or automatic)

Voxel-based (VBM)

To compare two groups of participants, the basic idea is to comprare the probability 
that there is grey matter (or white matter) in a given location in the normalised 
space. So all anatomies are normalized on the same template, then thresholded 
to obtain binary maps of gray matter, and the percentages of participants having 
grey matter in a given voxel are compared. (actually, to detect volumetric 
differences, it is not binary maps that are compared)  
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